
Exercise 1 
 
Directions: Below are a few quotes or facts, along with the source information. Decide whether to 
quote, use a partial quote, or paraphrase the information, and then create one in-text citation for 
each number. There are a number of right ways to do this, so be creative. Click here for a PDF of this 
exercise. 
 
 
Source #1: Mr. Kurtz 
 
Quote: “Severed heads on poles will accomplish much in the way of keeping order and creating 
respect for authority when one lives in a dark jungle.”  
 
Credentials: Runs a trading post in Africa that deals with ivory 
 
 
Source #2: Henry (Indiana) Jones Jr. 
 
Quote: “Using a whip is not necessary when discovering the buried and hidden past, but it is fun.” 
 
Credentials: an archaeology professor at Marshall College, New Britain, Connecticut, and a world-
renown archaeologist 
 
 
Source #3: www.ayankeein.sci 
 
Quote: “Time travel is possible, but only to castles.” 
 
Credentials: a respected time travel Web site 
 
 
Source #4: LOTFlies organization 
 
Fact: “Six out of ten boys would rather hunt wild boar than go hungry.” 
 
Credentials: specializes in spear making 

 

Create In-text Citations 



Possible Answers to Create In-text Citations 
 

(NOTE: There are many correct ways to create in-text citations from the sources and quotes.) 

1. Mr. Kurtz, who runs a trading post in Africa that 
specializes in ivory, says that “severed heads on poles 
will accomplish much in the way of keeping order and 
creating respect for authority when one lives in a dark 
jungle.” 
 
2. “Using a whip is not necessary when discovering the 
buried and hidden past,” reveals Henry (Indiana) Jones 
Jr., archaeology professor at Marshall College, New 
Britain, Connecticut, and a world-renown archaeologist, 
“but it is fun.”  
 
3. According to www.ayankeein.sci, time travelers should 
expect to arrive only at castles. 
 
4. LOTFlies, an organization that specializes in spear 
making, maintains that sixty percent of boys “would 
rather hunt wild boar than go hungry.”  


